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GOOD ADVICE. TRULY PERSONALIZED

ak Tree is a Financial Planning advisory which is built on the strength of client

relationships and their financial well being. Operating successfully since the year

who am i ?

2008, we are committed to providing expert, proficient, customised financial and
retirement solutions for individuals and families over a long term.

Our belief stands in applying theoretical knowledge with an eternal perspective
towards the betterment of our clients’ financial security so that they feel free to
pursue things in life that matter to them the most without any hesitation.

Our strength is in providing unique customised advice after doing a thorough
background check of our clients’ financials in terms of liquidity, risk profiling,
future goals, their concerns and expectation of returns from their investments.

M

financial plan. There are no minimum income or asset requirements, and advice is offered for
a fee on need basis. We also offer interactive sessions with our clients to
explore various scenarios and to help clarify issues and concerns
that may arise from time to time. The end result is a unique and
highly customized financial plan.

how was i born ?

We believe that every individual should be proactively involved in the development of their

rs. Uma Kumaravelan is the Founder and Financial Mentor at Oak Tree Financial

Planning. She is an astute and erudite Financial Planner and an investment advisor
with over two decades of experience in the distribution of life, non-life insurance,
mutual funds and fixed income products.

She successfully passed the rigorous and comprehensive Certified Financial Planner
examination in 2008 conducted by the Financial Planning Standards Board India
and continues to be its member since then.

We provide extensive Financial Planning services that would help plan our clients’

how can i help ?

finances and secure their future.

A) Tax Planning

Paying taxes is the basic duty of every individual and should be carried out
religiously. But ignorance can lead to one paying more. proper tax planning can
lead to much desired savings. This is where Oak Tree steps in.

As part of the overall financial plan of our client, Oak Tree will review and evaluate
your current tax planning efforts, and may recommend better alternatives with a
focus on reducing taxes and increasing cash flows. However, providing an
immediate tax solution isn't enough. We know that circumstances change and hence
we offer ongoing support to make sure the overall Financial Plan stays focused on
your goals, so that you get long-term results as desired.

Every individual, through prudent tax planning, can ensure a better future due to

detailed risk-profiling process resulting in establishing your investment attitude towards

compulsory savings in tax saving schemes. Hence we advise clients to plan their investments

risk. The subsequent investment portfolio implemented is matched to be in line with your

in such a way, that the post-tax yield is the highest possible keeping in view the basic

risk tolerance. What brings us optimum results is our innate ability to combine investment

parameters of safety and liquidity.

philosophy with an ongoing investment research.

b) Investment Planning

Our investment portfolios are designed to provide reliable performance over different
economic and market environments by broadly diversifying investments across classes,

Every individual feels the need to save for a rainy day. Once sufficient amount of money has
been saved for emergencies, the next step should be to invest in order to grow finances. We
believe that investing plays an important role in the overall stewardship process, to help
individuals provide for their families, save for their future and lead a life with complete
financial freedom. Besides individual requirement, investment strategy would also depend

assets, sectors, regions and managers held within. This is called strategic asset allocation,
which is the art of assigning one’s capital to different investments that complement each
other and allow getting the most out of the potential returns on offer. Our portfolios are
constantly rebalanced to maintain the strategy agreed and implemented, along with
regular client reviews.

upon one’s age, personal circumstances and risk appetite. These aspects are typically taken
care of during investment planning.

We make it a point to spend quality time with clients in face-to-face meetings, explaining
extensively our investment philosophy and your own detailed investment strategy on an on

At Oak Tree we create personalized investment portfolios after carefully establishing your

going basis.

financial needs, objectives, tax position and time frames. Our biggest strength is our

We, at Oak Tree will work with you and your existing advisors if any, to gather information

c) Insurance Planning

on your current policies and analyze your current coverage to determine gaps and advise
Security is something every individual yearns for, namely security for his assets, his future
and his family. Hence there comes a need for one to have an insurance plan in place.

Sufficient insurance coverage is an integral part of a complete financial plan. Oak Tree can

on areas that need improvement. So insurance planning takes into account all the factors
before chalking out a customized plan which provides the most beneficial offer.

d) Retirement Planning

play an important role in addressing individual, estate and business insurance needs by
advising on life insurance as well as property and casualty insurance. Our unbiased

Some people accept the idea of retirement planning, some don’t. But the harsh truth is that

approach allows our client to efficiently identify and manage risks, minimize costs and

every individual will retire at some point in his life and at that time, he should have enough

maximize returns.

money to support himself and lead a happy and comfortable life without being financially
dependent on anyone else. In order to have that kind of money later in life, one needs to

There are multiple risks every individual has to live with, such as risk to his life, risk of a

start way in advance. This is where retirement planning would come into the picture.

medical emergency, risk to assets/property, etc. Oak Tree, in consultation with you, will help
develop and explain a strategic plan of your life and health insurance needs. through

Financial planning for retirement involves a series of challenging decisions over a long

proper risk assessment and review, we can assist in ensuring that our client has the right

course of time. Using long term strategies and taking into account inflation, time value of

insurance, organized under the right structure, to protect his assets, his family and /or

money, etc., we define and document your vision of life after retirement, as well as the goals

his business.

and experiences that you would want your wealth to support before retirement.

For years, clients have trusted Oak Tree’s ability into securing their future as they have

E) Estate Planning

transitioned to their retirement. We are experienced at integrating and orchestrating the
various retirement funding sources our clients have accumulated through the years, such
as Employer Provident Fund, PPF, Pensions, Social Security Schemes, Real Estate and Personal
Investments. Using a team approach, we combine our in-house expertise in investment
management, tax management, and insurance planning to create and align strategies for
achieving a personal vision and a comfortable post-retirement scenario.

Retirement should be the best time in every individual’s life as it is that time when one can
reap benefits of all the hard work put in and money earned throughout one’s life. Hence it
is crucial that a post-retirement future is planned well and prudent investment decisions
are made during working life to reap benefits later in life.

Estate Planning essentially means “an after-life planning”. It encompasses managing one’s
wealth while alive and distributing it after death. These assets may be owned by the individual separately or jointly with others. Estate planning is the preservation and the distribution
of one’s assets, both during life and after death.

Many a time, estate planning is misunderstood for something only really rich people need to
do and would not have to be done by others who are not so rich. This logic is flawed. Every
individual who has a car, property, bank accounts, investments, business interests, insurance proceeds, personal property etc. should do estate planning. It will help in accomplishing one’s personal and family goals and managing financial and legal affairs, as well as
minimizing taxes if the estate is large enough for taxes to be of concern.

An estate plan, generally, refers to the means by which the estate is passed on to the loved
ones on one’s death. Estate planning can be accomplished through a variety of methods,
including the following:

• Revocable Living Trusts

In this fiercely competitive environment of staff recruitment and retention, providing

• Last Will and Testament / Probate

your employees with quality financial planning advice can deliver benefits to your

• Lifetime Gifting

employees that equates to thousands of rupees of value, improving your status as a savvy

• Joint Ownership

employer and your ability to compete for quality staff.

• Beneficiary Designations
• Life Estates

Our

Problems often arise when people don't coordinate all of these methods of passing on their
estate. Oak Tree will help take care of all proceeds so that our client’s family and future are
secured. We draw a plan in a way that will provide for our client’s beneficiaries and
charitable giving goals, while minimizing taxes and other expenses.

financial planning at workplace for Employers

workplace

Financial

Planning

program

starts

with

group

presentations

on

Superannuation, Investment and Financial Fitness, and can extend to highly complex,
personalised strategic advice. It’s all delivered with an intimate knowledge of your
workplace and industry, and designed to maximise financial wellbeing of your team.

Employees gain clarity around their financial goals and how they’re tracking them, and
make the most of their remuneration opportunities for their personal benefit and avoid the
many pitfalls awaiting those on the receiving end of poor advice and investment decisions.

Are your employees getting quality financial planning advice or are they relying on their
own judgment and resources to make crucial financial planning decisions that affect their

HR executives understand the value of retaining Intellectual Property that has been

lives and future?

fostered and nurtured inside the business by Assisting employees to achieve their financial
goals which in turn will translate to higher employee satisfaction and retention.

why come to me ?

W

e, at Oak Tree are proficient in providing Financial advice and planning your

finances as per your needs. We excel at drawing a customised plan that suits you and
provide you with unique solutions in order to secure your future. We believe in
keeping our clients’ benefit first and strive to reach the goals they set out for
themselves.

Our strength lies in thinking out of the box and coming up with an optimum
solution to our clients’ financial goals at a nominal fee.

After all, good advice is money well spent.

what others think about me ?

Mr.Satyamurthy
Oak tree helped us get started on our financial plan. My wife and me always had it at
the back of our mind, but could never get started, for we always felt we dont have
a large kitty. We thought some day when we have lumpsum, we will make a start. It
was here, Uma played a pivotal role. we distinctly remember her saying " We have to
make a start, however small.” Otherwise, what to do, whatever we are earning is
getting spent. She also added, "it is normal to have such expenses, but, lets get the
investments started too."
What we liked was that she did not make us feel small, neither was she prescriptive
on our spends. She simply said - make a start. And it is indeed a very nice feeling that
about 18-20% of our net salaries are getting channelised into investments. Oak tree
helped us start the mile with the first step!

Mrs and Mr. Shende
Oak tree and Uma came into our lives at the right time. My wife and I are working
professionals and assumed we were right on track in terms of finances and
investements. Alas! we were wrong. A chance meeting with Uma got us thinking.
After a series of discussions and meetings with her, we finalized our milestones.
With these milestones, we started to plan, save and invest, which included lifestyle
and attitudinal changes. The journey was a huge challenge and there were times
when we wanted to quit but kept up to it. In a year's time, my wife and I are proud to
have completed two of the three milestones and are planning our next set of
milestones". Thanks to Uma and Oak Tree.

where will you find me ?
160 Powai Plaza, Hiranandani Gardens, Powai, Mumbai - 400076.
Ph: 25702507 / 32949398
Email: uma@oaktree.in
Website: www.oaktree.in
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